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THE NEW SPECTROSCOPY 

George H. Trilling 

Department of Physics and Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
University of California, Berkeley, California 94720 

I. THE COMING OF THE NEW SPECTROSCOPY 

A. -Introductory Remarks 

LBL-4:n6 

My task in these three lectures is to review the experimental status 

of the new spectroscopy thrust upon the physics world by the particle 

discoveries of last fall. Before embarking on this discussion I want to 

make a few qualifying remarks: 

(1) In so rapidly varying a field, the distinction between review 

lecture and topical seminar becomes blurred. Hence there may be some 

overlap between material presented here and subjects discussed in more 

-
detail in the Topical Conference. I have endeavored not to dwell on 

those areas which are on the program of the Topical Conference. 

(2) By the force of circumstances I have had better access to the 

pre-publication results of the SLAC-LBL Collaboration than to the work 

of other groups or laboratories. Thus although I have attempted to take 

account of all contributions to this field, my presentation may not be 

as completely balanced as might be desirable. 

(3) In the matter of notation I have used the symbols w(3095) and 

.(3684) for the two narrow states which are presently the best-established 

citizens of the new spectroscopy. 

(4) I have not discussed in any great detail theoretical models of 

the new particles except insofar as they bear directly on the interpre-

tation of experimental results. Undoubtedly this important area will 

receive more emphasis in Haim Harari's subsequent lectures. 

B. The "Old" Spectroscopy 

The spectroscopy of meson and baryon states was perhaps the major 

focus of attention for high energy physicists during the decade of the 
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1960's. The experimental consequence of this effort was the discovery 

and determination of the properties and quantum numbers of a large number 

of such states, and the recognition of certain regularities exhibited by 

these states. While this is not the place to go into any detailed dis-

cussion of this subject it may be useful to summarize some basic features 

of the spectroscopy: 

1. There are families of meson and baryon states or resonances. 

Individual states have been mostly identified in the mass region below 

2 GeV. Above that mass, typical resonance widths tend to become larger 

than level spacings, and structure.is much more difficult to recognize. 

The occurrences of large widths for high-mass states are easy to under-

stand in terms of the large numbers of available decay channels. 

2. SU(2} is an exact symmetry of the strong interactions, and SU(3) 

is. an approximate symmetry. Baryons fit into 10, 8, 1 representations 

and mesons into 8, 1 representations of SU(3). Typical SU(3}-violating 

mass differences observed within given unitary multiplets amount to 

2 2 t:sa ... o. 2 - 0.5 GeV per unit of hypercharge (Y = B + S, where B == baryon 

number, S == strangeness). 

3. The pattern of states can be understood in terms of the Quark 

~. For this purpose one considers the three basic spin 1/2 quarks 

(u, d, s) whose properties are given in the first three rows
l 

of Table I. 

It is assumed that baryons and mesons are constructed out of bound states 

of the form qqq and qq respectively, the binding forces being in first-

approximation spin and unitary spin invariant (leading to su(6) symmetry). 

Higher mass' states are then built up out of radial and orbital excita-

tions of these configurations. The resulting spectrum of levels agrees 

reasonably with experiment, both in the absence of exotics and in the 

fact that the observed ordering in terms of energy is consistent with 

the expected excitations. A review of the quark model was given in one 

of the lectures of this School last year by Gilman,2 and I shall not go 
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into detail here. It is however desirable, because of later application 

to the new particles, to discuss briefly the mesons in terms of the 

quarks of Table I. If L is the orbital angular momentum of the qq 

system and S its total spin, the basic properties are: 

Angular momentum J IL+ '51 

parity P (- l)L+l 

Charge conjugat~on3 C (- l)L+S 

G parity G c( - 1)1 

The application to the L = 0 states is given in Table II. 

It is further worth mentioning here that the isoscalar states 

observed in nature follow the principle suggested by Table II, namely 

pure SU(3) singlet and octet for Jpc 

tions for PC --
J = 1 . Speci fically, 

TJ = -..!.. [uu + ad - 2S5] 
.[6 

TJ' 1 [uu + dd + S8] 
.[3 

Q) = ..!.. [uu + dd] 
.[2 

<p = ss 

-+ o and mixed SU(3) representa-

(octet) 

(singlet) 

(mixed octet and singlet) 

According to the empirical Zweig rule,4 those processes whose quark dia-

grams have both ends of a quark line belonging to the ~ hadron are 

substantially inhibited. This principle coupled with the above represen-

tat10n of the <p leads to an understanding of its small width for decay 

into nonstrange particle combinations such as prr. An identical argument 

can be used, in the L = 1 excitations, to account for the inhibition 

of the f' decay into nonstrange final state particles. Comparison of 

the prr width of the <p, namely 0.6 MeV, with the pn width of the A2 which 

is 100 MeV suggests a decay inhibition factor of roughly two orders of 

magnitude for processes suppressed by the Zweig rule. 

C. The Birth of the New Spectroscopy 

The new spectroscopy was introduced to the scientific world in 

n 0 
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November 1974. The basic experimental inputs were the following: 

(1) The M.I.T.-B.N.L. Experiment5 

The MIT-BNL group studied the reaction 

+ -P + beryllium ~ e e + anything ( 1) 

at a proton energy of 28.5 GeV at the Brookhaven Alternating Gradient 

Synchrotron (AGS). They used a high-resolution double-arm magnetic 

spectrometer specifically designed to detect high-mass particles, pro-

duced at rest in the center of mass, and decaying into an electron-

"t " hI" + - 6,7 h " " POSl. ron pal.r; T e resu tl.ng e e mass spectrum, sown l.n Fl.g. 1, 

exhibits an extremely clear resonance at a mass of 3.112 GeV with a 

width smaller than the experimental resolution, r $ 5 MeV. This particle 

was given the name J by the MIT-BNL group. Information on its production, 

as obtained in this experiment, will be discussed in the next lecture. 

The MIT-BNL group subjected their data to the most careful tests to 

establish beyond any doubt that the remarkable results shown in Fig. 1 

really arose from the decay of a new particle rather than from any non-

understood instrumental effect. 

(2) The S.L.A.C.-L.B.L. Experiment8 

The SLAC-LBL group working at the electron-positron storage ring 

SPEAR at SLAC used a solenoidal magnetic detector to study the reactions 

+ -e + e ~ hadrons 

+ 
~ e + e 

(2a) 

(2b) 

( 2c) 

Following up on some unexplained anomalies detected in the course of a 

systematic study of the energy dependence of the cross section for (2a), 

they explored during the weekend of November 10, 1974, the cross section 

behavior for (2a,b,c) in the center-of-mass energy region near 3.1 GeV. 

The results, which are shown in Fig. 2, exhibit a croSs section rise for 

reaction (2a) of about 100 over the value of about 20 nb observed at 3. ° 
GeV, accompanied by substantial rises in the cross sections for both (2b) 
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and (2c). The energy spread of the effect is completely accounted for 

by the beam energy spread in the storage ring (0 ~ 1 MeV) plus the ex-

pected radiative tail (see dashed curve in Fig. 2a) and implies therefore 

a full width r < 1.9 MeV. As discussed in detail in a later section it 

is straightfo'rward to apply resonance theory to data such as those of 

Fig. 2 and actually deduce a relatively precise value of the resonance 

width. This was done by some of the interested theorists within a few 

hours after the data were obtained with the startling result that the 

width was actually of the order of 50 keV. The SLAC-LBL work was done 

independently and without knowledge of results from the MIT-BNL experi-

ment, and the new particle was given the name W by that group. 

(3) The Frascati Experiment9 

Several groups working at the electron-positron storage ring ADONE 

at Frascati, having been informed of the results of the MIT-BNL group, 

set up the machine at the appropriate energy (at the very end of the 

accessible energy range) and observed large increases in hadron and 

dilepton cross sections. The results for the hadron detection are shown 

in Fig. 3. 

(4) 10 Discovery of the Second Narrow Resonance by the SLAC-LBL Group 

The search for the first resonance at SPEAR in just the right energy 

came about through a combination of luck plus the effects of the long 

radiative tail of the cross section (see Fig. 2) at energies substan-

tially removed from the resonance. However after this discovery, the 

storage ring was put into a "fine-energy-scan" operating mode by virtue 

of which it could sweep the available center-of-mass energy range in 

roughly 2 MeV steps staying just a few minutes at each step to make a 

very rough determination of the hadron cross section. Any large rises, 

such as those produced by the W, could then be further explored to verify 

if there were a narrow resonance. A test of this mode of operation 

proving its ability to detect the already discovered W is shown in Fig. 

o o o 0 
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4a, and the results of its first few hours of operation in a new energy 

range are shown in Fig. 4b. The evident rise in yield at around 1.85 

GeV per beam was subsequently explored in much more detail with the 

results shown in Fig. 4c. A new resonance, again of width small com-

pared to the machine energy spread, with mass just under 3.7 GeV exhib-

ited itself via a rise of about a factor of 30 in the hadron cross 

section. Accompanying rises in the dilepton cross sections turn out to 

be relatively small and were measured accurately only after much more 

extensive data taking, as will be discussed further. The nomenclature 

proposed by the SLAC-LBL group for denoting the narrow resonances is 

w(3095) and w(3684) (the magnitudes of the mass are recent values 

revised slightly downward from the original results). I shall use this 

nomenclature hereafter. 

(5) Confirmation of the W(3684) at DORISII 

+ -Successful operation of the new e e storage ring DORIS at the DESY 

Laboratory permitted the experimental groups there to get quickly into 

the study of W physics. Confirmation of both of the W states with the 

superconducting solenoidal detector PLUTO operating. at DORIS i~ shown 

in Fig. 5. 

Having briefly mentioned the major experiments which detected the 

existence of the new particles, I just want for completeness to comment 

on why it was immediately recognized that these new states did not ade-

quat ely fit into the "old spectroscopy" and required something new. The 

problem was the understanding of the extraordinarily narrow width, all 

the more remarkable because the high masses involved, plus the assumed 

and later verified spin of 1, imply that phase space and angular momentum 

barrier effects play much less of an inhibiting role than at masses of 

1 - 2 GeV where the usual resonance widths are of the order of 100 - 300 

MeV. The actual W widths are 69 and 228 keV respectively for the lower 

-4 and higher mass states, implying inhibitions of - 10 for hadron decays 



and - 10-2 for first-order electromagnetic decays. It is only the 

second-order electromagnetic decays (proceeding via the emission and 

reabsorption of a photon to produce lepton pairs or certain hadron 

states) which are roughly normal in that their rates are comparable to 

those of other known vector mesons. Thus the introduction of new quantum 

numbers or new selection rules to understand these new states seems 

inevitable. 

D. Experimental Techniques of the New Spectroscopy 

Much of conventional particle spectroscopy has been carried out with 

bubble chambers or with fairly straightforward electronic techniques. 

The new spectroscopy poses serious experimental difficulties because of 

low cross sections (at least in conventional experiments with hadron or 

photon beams), and large backgrounds of other processes. Some typical 

detectors are shown in Figs. Ga, 6b (for fixed target experiments with 

hadron or photon beams)7,12 and Figs. 7a, 7b (for e+e- storage ring 

experiments).13,14 The handles used in pursuing such experiments are 

the following: 

(a) GOod effective-mass resolution' for two-particle or multiparticle 

systems to detect narrow bumps (for example, MIT-BNL: 0 ~ 5 Mev). 

(b) Lepton identification capability (MIT-BNL: reject hadrons by 108 ). 

(c) Hadron identification in final state: Cerenkov counters to identify 

~, K, P for hadron decay modes of interesting states. 

(d) Detection of decays transverse to the beam axis when using hadron 

collisions as sources of particles, Low-transverse-momentum dominance 

in hadron processes tends to reduce background, 

(e) Use of e+e- storage rings with large-solid-angle detectors, Vector 

mesons can be directly observed in formation, and their decay modes can 

be studied effectively. Other states can also be produced in some of the 

decay modes of the vector mesons. 

0.1 ~ r,7 n n 0- o·~ • t . . X ~ 
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'E. 'Extiacti'0I1 of Properties of 1\1 Particles from e + e- Storage Ring 

,'- Exp~dm~nts 

''1.' Width of the t's 

\ ~ .. 
(a) Basic Formulas 

'The Breit-Wigner formula' for. the formation"cOf a, resonance of 

mass M, spin J, width r, by e+e- collisions. of total energy W, in the 

absence of beam energy spr,ead and radiative corrections" is 
, -. l '-;.-"'''} "~'~.J. 

R' , {2J+l~1t 
rr e a .tOIr' 1 

( 3) CIa = 
w

2 2 
-r (t+-M)2 + L ." , , 

4 
R 

where CIa is the cross section, via the resonance, for finai"state a and 
".I, . . +_ 

ra,re are the partial widths for decay into state a and into e e respec-
t·) 

tively. For a narrow resonance (r/M« 1) the cross-section integral 

over energy is 

R . ,,-2 r r 
J CI dW = -=-(2J + 1) e a a M2 -r-

'l·"' 

(4) 

(b) Beam ~nergy Spread 

Because of the beam energy spread the luminosity (event rate 

per unit cross section) at a fixed nominal value of the machine total 

energy W is given to reasonable approximation by 
o 

:; = f( Iw'- W~I) 
~o (w - W )2 

"" exp[ - __ --::0:--1 
.J2ir (~) 2(~) 2 

where ~ is the rms energy spread. Although in the neighborhood of a 

narrow resonance ~ can be considered constant, it varies with energy 

roughly as w2 

energy woo 

In (5) ~ is the total machine luminosity at the nominal 
o 

Consider ,now a very narrow resonance in the sense that r«~. 

-R 
The "effective" cross section CIa measured at nominal energy W will be o 

given by, 

-R J a = a-
fixed W o 

(6) 
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Substituting (5) into (6) we easily find, 

and 

(M- W )2 
o ] 

R 2n 2 r r 
J (J (W)dW = -2 (2J+ 1) ~ 

a M r ( 8) 

that is, the cross-section integral is independent of the beam energy 

spread (the effect of the spread is just to redistribute the events in 

terms of energy but not to change the cross-section integral). 

Note that at the energy corresponding to the peak cross section, 

Wo = M, the ratio of the observed cross section to the true physical 

cross section in the absence of energy spread is given by 

.... R . 
Thus the measurement of (J (M) (about 2300 nb for hadrons at w(3095) a 

'according to Fig. 2) does not give a physical result of direct interest 

but rather one which depends on the energy spread. It is actually the 

integral (8) which is of direct physical significance. If we wish to 

deduce the interesting properties rand re from the measurements we can 

obtain them from (8): 

r = e 
M2 J .... R 

2 . (J 11(W )dW 
2n (2J+ 1) a 0 0 

r 
r=~ -B 

e 

.... R J (J 11(W )dW r a 0 0 

e J 'OR(w )dW 
e 0 0 

+ -where B is the branching ratio for decay into e e • 
e 

( loa) 

( lOb) 

One practical difficulty in the implementation of (10) comes from 

the possibility of completely undetected W decay modes (an extreme 

-R example would be vv) which would lead to an underestimate of (Jall. If 

the branching ratio for such totally undetected modes is given by Bn' 

the values of r ,r determined from (10) neglecting such decay modes e 

'7 . , o r" 0 o 0 
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values r:rue, r
true 

by the factors: 

rjr:rue = 1 _ 

r/rtrue = (1 _ 

(lla) 

(llb) 

There is at present no evidence for any substantial contribution 

from undetected modes. In the case of the analysis of data from the 

SLAC-LBL detector, all-photon decay events would be included in the 

undetected category. Limits from rr and more complicated multi-y config

urations, as shown in Fig. 8 from experiments at DORIS15 and,SPEAR16 

indicate no substantial contribution at the 11'(3095). Thus for purposes 

of width determination it has been assumed that B ~ O. 
n 

(c) Radiative Corrections 

The formulas so far presented neglect an important factor in 

the interpretation of the data, namely the radiative corrections. This 

is a somewhat technical subject and, rather than discussing it in detail, 

we refer the reader to useful references where the appropriate formulas 

17 are given. It may be useful however to mention here that, to correct 

for radiative effects, one can replace the cross section integral as. 

used in formulas (8) and (10) by, 

J"'R lim 
a dW .-t(W ~ o max 

where 

ax M 
t = - [2 en - - 1] ... 0.076 n m e 

"'R a dW 
o 

for M = 3.095 GeV • 

(12) 

Thus the cross-section integral actually diverges, but multiplication by 

the corrective factor on the right side of (12) gives it a limiting value. 

It is worth noting that the radiative effects reduce the peak cross 

section from the value (9) by approximately the factor 

a very substantial change. 

(d) Experimental Results 

The experimental results for the energy dependence of the hadron 
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and di1epton cross sections in the neighborhood of the two W resonances, 

18 19 obtained by the SLAC-LBL group, ' are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. It 

should be noted that the hadron cross sections are corrected for the 

finite acceptance of the detector whereas the di1epton cross sections 

apply only to an angular region well within the detector acceptance, 

namely Icos 81 ~ 0.6 where 8 is the angle between either lepton and 

the incident beam. This procedure is followed because the acceptance 

corrections for mu1tihadron events, in which the multiplicities are 

relatively large and the particles are emitted isotropica11y, are inde-

pendent of spin-parity assignment, whereas the angular distributions of 

the di1epton events are sensitive to this spin assignment. It will be 

shown that the correct assignment for both W's is 'J = 1, from which the 

di1epton angular distribution is 2 1 + cos 8, and the resonance parts of 

the cross sections shown in Fig. 9b,c and 10b,c are 50% of the actual 

resonance di1epton cross sections. One other important remark is that 

+ -the large background under the cross sections for the e e final states 

arises from the t-channe1 scattering diagram (Rutherford scattering) 

. +-
which is of course absent for the ~ ~ final state. This nonresonant 

+ -contribution to the e e scattering peaks at small angles, and is used 

to determine the luminosity of the machine. 

The widths and branching ratios r, re , r , B ,B for the 1/r(3095) 
~ e ~ 

have been .determined from the data shown in Fig. 9, using a slightly 

more sophisticated version of the formulas given in the previous sections 

and are shown in Table III, together with corresponding results from the 

Frascati group.20 There is remarkably good agre~ent, considering the 

estimated errors (which arise principally from the systematics of deter-

mining detection efficiencies for mu1tihadron events). FUrthermore the 

quoted parameters also agree well with determinations of the combinations 

/ ;;
2 +- +-r r r, r r from cross sections for e e and ~ ~ final states 

e ~ 
13 16 Eq. (4)J as measured by the DE~Y-DASP and SPEAR-HEPL groups. 

o o a 

[see 

The 
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corresponding properties for the w(3684) as determined from Fig. 10 by 

the SLAC-LBL group19 are given in Table IV. In addition to the usual 

wid~hs, masses and branching ratios, Table III and IV contain the quanti

tbeS~,JPC and rrh • The determinations of Jpc will be discussed in the 

next section, and we define rrh in the following paragraph. 

The quantity r h represents that part of the W'decay width into , r 
hadrons which proceeds via an intermediate photon (second~order electro-

magnetic process, Fig. Ilb), rather than directly (Fig. lla). To obtain 

it one assumes that * d~cay into dimuons, also proceeds via an interme-

diate photon (Fig. lld) and that the corresponding ratio of hadron to 

dimuon production is the same on resonance as it is in a neighboring 

energy range off resonance (Fig. llc,' e) : 

r = r [0'[ e + e - -+ hadronsJ]' (13) 
rh \! o[e+e- -+ \.1\ .. -] off resonance 

The ratio in brackets, commonly given the symbol R, is of great interest 

in, its own right and has been measured over the SPEAR energy range by 

21 the SLAC-LBL,group. The published values were used in (13) to deter-

mine the values of rrh. In so doing, interference effects between second

order electromagnetic and direct decays have been neglected. 

It is ,interesting to compare from Tables III and IV the properties 

of the w(3684) relative to those of the w(3095). The total width is 

about a factor of three larger, the leptonic widths are about half as 

large, and the leptonic branching ratio is down by a factor of seven. 

This circumstance helps make the t(3684) relatively difficult to detect 

in processes other than annihilation. As will be discussed later, the 

hadronic decay processes of the t(3684) are remarkably different from 

those of the *(3095). 

2. Determination of J
PC 

(a) Basic Considerations 

The leptonic decay widths of the t(3095) and w(3684) are co~ 

parable to those of the well-known vector mesons produced in annihilation, 
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namely p, w,~. This suggests that the W's are also vector mesons with 

the quantum numbers of the photon, but evidently this hypothesis requires 

experimental verification. As a first step we examine in Fig. 12 the 

forward-backward asymmetry in dimuon production in narrow energy regions 

spanning the two W resonances. There is no significant asymmetry as 

expected from the decay of a state of definite parity. Indeed, even in 

the region a few MeV below the resonance where maximal interference 

between the QED amplitude and the W decay amplitude can be expected to 

occur (see discussion further on) there is no evidence of an asymmetry, 

suggesting the same parity for the photon and the W. 

The most compelling way to check if the wand the photon have the 

same quantum numbers is to search for interference effects in the energy 

dependence' of the cross section for dimuon production in the neighborhood 

of the resonance energy. Consider first an ideal 4n detector and let A , 
r 

AV represent amplitudes for annihilation into two muons via an interme

diate photon (QED amplitude) and an intermediate V, respectively (see 

Figs. lIe and Ild). + -The ~ ~ final state has been chosen because the 

QED amplitude is well understood, the W's decay into it, and there is no 

t-channel contribution (as in e+e-) which would mostly add noise rather 

than signal. Assuming ~-e universality (supported by the measured equal-

ity of rand r for the v(3095)] the resonant Breit-wigner amplitude A", 
e ~ 'f 

is just the elastic amplitude and will be positive real for W < M, and 

negative real for W > M. The QED amplitude is similarly negative real 

(as expected if one thinks of the photon as equivalent to a zero mass 

resonance). Thus one would expect, if the V has the quantum numbers of 

a photon, destructive interference below the resonance and constructive 

above. Because of the complications of the radiative tail for W > M 

as well as the fact that destructive interference is generally easier to 

detect, it is the region below the resonance which is most useful for 

this study. 

o 0" , o 
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The relevant cross sections for Iw - MI »r are 

IA 12 = 4n a 
2 

aY ( l4a) 
Y ~~ = 3" w2 

IA 12 = aW =J.!!. 
r2 

e 
(14b) 

1jI ~~ w2 
(w - M)2 

assuming here that J = 1. Thus if the y and 1jI have the same quantum 

numbers, there will be complete destructive interference when 

1 MeV 
0.5 MeV 

1jI( 3°95) 
W( 3684) 

This argument has so far neglected the energy spread in the storage ring, 

whose standard deviation ~ is of the order of 1- 2 MeV, depending on 

which W is ·being studied. It is evident therefore that if one sits at 

a nominal energy W 1 MeV below the resonance, as suggested by (15), a 
o 

sizable fraction of the beam will still be at the peak of the resonance 

and it. will be impossible to detect destructive interference. However, 

as long as ~W is not large compared to 

J re 
2 a (16) 

it is perfectly possible to go to energies a little further below the 

resonance, obtaining partial but not complete destructive interference 

and getting even the tails of the beam energy distribution away from the 

resonance peak. In practice it is most convenient to calculate, taking 

the energy spread into account, the expected values of the ratio a /a 
~~ ee 

as a function of the nominal energy Wo' with and without interference, 

and compare them with experiment. The results as obtained by the SLAC

LBL group18,19 are shown in Figs. l3a and 13b. They provide conclusive 

evidence fer destructive interference between the QED and resonance ampli-

tudes below resonance for both 1jI( 3095) and W( 3684). 

(b) Effect of Detector Solid Angle 

The above result of destructive interference between the QED 

and resonance amplitudes provides an unambiguous determination of the W 
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quantum numbers if the detector subtends with uniform efficiency the 

complete solid angle. 

The real detector used at SPEAR however can be considered as fully 

efficient only over the more restricted angular range, 

-0.6 ~ cos e ~ 0.6 and 0 ~ ~ ~ 2n 

where e, ~ are polar and azimuthal angles relative to the beam direction. 

From this one can deduce the following: 

(1) Since the detector is symmetric in cos e, the observed inter-

ference implies equal parities for the wand the photon, both negative. 

(2) Since the detector is equally sensitive to negative and positive 

particles within its acceptance solid angle, the interference implies 

equal values of the charge conjugation quantum number for the photon 

and thew, namely C = -1. 

(3)'However, the observation of interference does~, without 

further argument, rule out J
w 

# 1. 

We consider this question in more detail. 
-} 

Let A(P,m,X ,X ) be the 
+ -

amplitude for producing a ~+~- in the direction ~ (angles e,~) with 

helicities ~+'~_ if m is the spin projection of the initial y or W along 

the beam axis. Then we can write, 22, 23 

(
-} ) J i~m-A) 

A P,m,~ ,X ) = f(m,~,X dmA(e)e + - + - ( 17) 

where A = ~+ - ~. Furthermore we can apply the following conditions: 

(i) Parity conservation 

f(-m,-~ ,-~ ) = f(m,X ,X ) • 
+ .- + -

(ii) Definite parity ~ of the intermediate state (~ = -1 for 
y 

photons, ~w = -1 for w) 

f(m,-~+,-X_ ) ~(_l)J f(m,x+,X_) 

J+l 
(-1) f(m,A+,A_) 

(lBa) 

(1Sh) 

(iii) Neglecting terms of order mefM, m~/M, the QED amplitude is 

nonvanishing only for m = ±l, A = fl. 

It follows that the angular distribution is given by 

o a 
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F(B) = I (fW(m,,,+,"_)d~(B) + fY(m,,,+,"_)d~(B)]2 
m=±l 
A=±l 

Using (18) and the properties of the d~ functions, 

we can finally write, 

F(e) = 2(ft(1,1/2,-1/2)d~1(B) + fY(1,1/2,-1/2)dil(8)]2 

+ 2(fW(l,l/2,-1/2)d~1(11:- 8) + fY(l,l/2,-1/2)dil(n:- 8)]2 (21) 

From (21) we can immediately calculate the ratio of interference 
,. 

for any value of J relative to that for J =.1 integrated over the 

detector: 

Interference Ratio = (22) 

The results of such calculations can be summarized as follows: 

J-Value Interference Ratio Interference ~w < M} 

0 0 0 

1 1 large destructive 

2 negative constructive 

3 negative constructive 

> 3 very small very small 

Thus, even considering the finite size of the SLAC~LBL detector, one 

still concludes that the observed interference demonstrates that Jpc 

1-- for both the W(3995) and the t(3684). 

Finally, from (21) with J = 1, we easily obtain the expected 

dilepton angular distribution for the V's: 

1 2 1 2 2 
F( B) .... (dll (8)] + [dll (11: - 8)] - 1 + cos 8. (23) 

Comparison with experiment is shown in Fig. 14 and is satisfactory. 
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II. THE HADRONIC PROPERTIES OF THE W'S 

A. Production of W in Hadronic Reactions 

We summarize data on the production of W in hadron-initiated proces-

ses by listing and discussing the various relevant experiments. As of 

now, the statistics in most of these experiments are still relatively 

sparse, but one may, in the next year or two, expect dramatic improvements 

and considerably more refined results. 

(1) The M.I.T.-B.N.L. Experiment6,7 

This experiment has already received some discussion in the previous 

lecture since it provided the very first observation of the w(3095). It 

utilized a spectrometer (Fig. 6a) specifically designed to look' for pro

duction with center-of-mass momentum p* ~ 0, in the reaction, 

+ -
W -+ e e p + beryllium -+ W + anything 

To transform observations in such a limited region of phase space to a 

cross section for W production,' one needs a production model, which the 

MIT-BNL group took to be 

With the e+e- branching ratio given in Tabl~ III, the MIT-BNL group esti-

mates a w(3095) production cross section at 28.5 GeV incident proton 

energy of about 1.4 nb/nucleon. At 2O'GeV incident energy, the cross 

section is down by a factor of about 10. Finally, going back to 28.5 

GeV, there was no observation of w(3684) production yielding an upper 

limit of 0.1 nb/nucleon for its'cross section (due account being taken 

+ -of the e e branching ratio given in Table IV). 

(2) The Columbia-Cornell-Hawaii-Illinois-FNAL Experiment24 

The CCHIF experiment was set up in a neutral beam at the Fermilab. 

A 34-meter liquid deuterium tube could be used to attenuate neutrons and 

produce a highly enriched photon beam for photoproduction experiments; o~ 

alternatively the deuterium was removed, and a 3.8-cm lead absorber was 

o r· .. ·. " .,1 o 
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used to remove photons and produce an almost pure neutron beam. The 

neutron energy spectrum, monitored with a calorimeter, peaked at around 

250 GeV. The reaction studied with an absorber and magnetic spectrometer 

(Fig. 6b) is: 

+ -n + beryllium ~ ~ ~ + anything 

The dimuon mass spectrum obtained, ' shown in Fig. 15 shows in addition to 

the large expected p peak a clear structure at around 3.1 GeV, with a 

width compatible with the rather poor resolution (poor because of the 

large absorber traversal of the muons prior to analysis in the spectrom-

eter). The corresponding cross section, estimated to within a factor of 

2, for production of w(3095) is given as follows 

o ~ 24 nb/nuc1eon for 'Ixl > 0.32 

o ~ 50 nb/nuc1eon for Ixl > 0.24 

where 1ft momentum 
x = neutron momentum and again correction has been made for the 

dimuon branching ratio. It seems clear from these numbers that after 

extrapolation ,to Ixl o '2 
the cross section will be of order 10 

nb/nuc1eon, .and hence about two orders of magnitude larger than at 28.5 

GeV. 

(3) The CERN-Co1umbia-Rockefe11er-Saclay Experiment25 

The CCRS experiment detected at the CERN Intersecting Storage Rings 

the reaction 

+ -P + P ~ e e + anything 

for a range of equivalent proton laboratory energies extending from 500 

to 2000 GeV~' in the neighborhood of p* = O. The observed e+e- invariant 

mass distribution, shown in Fig. 16, shows a small but significant contri
l! 

bution in the neighborhood of 3.1 GeV. The cross section, corrected for 

the e+e- branching ratio, is estimated to be 

do 
dy .,. (100 ± 30) nb 

where y is the rapidity and the cross section is averaged over the c.m. 

rapidity interval -0.32 < y < +0.32. Integrating over rapidities gives 

:; 

• 



a cross section of order 102 
nb which is comparable to the result from 

250 GeV neutrons at Fermilab. It is worth noting that the observed ~ 

cross section fails by about an order of magnitude to account for the 

direct lepton production observed in the ISR experiment. 

(4) h h 
. 26 T e Nort eastern ExperLment 

The Northeastern group has reported the results of a comparison of 

the reactions 

+ iron ~ + -
I! I! + anything 

p + iron ~ + -
I! I! + anything 

with the dimuons in the mass region of the w(3095) where a small but 

significant signal is detected. The x and PI distributions for incident 

protons and pions shown in Fig. 17 are parametrized in the following way: 

a = 9.7 ± 1.6 p 

b 2.2 ± 0.5 GeV- l 
p 

and 

(yield) 
1t 7.4 ± 2.0 (yield) p 

e 
-ax-bP 

1 

a 
1t 

b 
1t 

for Ixl 

6. 2± 0.8 

1.6 ± 0.2 GeV- l 

~ 0.5 

Thus the center-of-mass longitudinal momentum spectrum falls off more 

rapidly for incident protons than for incident pions. The large yield 

from incident pions relative to incident protons at large Ixl seems to 

reflect this difference in fall-off. Indeed if one extrapolates to x = 0 

the total c~oss section for w(3095) production from incident pions appears 

comparable to that from incident protons. 

We can summarize the results of experiments in which W mesons are 

produced by hadron beams: 

(i) Only cross sections for w(3095) have been measured. The hadronic 

production of w(3684) has not at this time been reported. This presumably 

reflects both low cross sections and the small branching ratio of v(368h) 

into dileptons. 

f~ f't f\ f'l 
" '4..; "t./ o 
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(ii) ~(3095) production cross sections rise from about 1 nb at 30 GeV 

to hundreds of nb at energies of 200 GeV up to 2000 GeV .. There appears 

to be no dramatic increase in production cross section between 200 and 

2000 GeV. 

(iii) '~(3095) production by incident pions is comparable to production 

by incident protons but is less confined to small longitudinal center-of-

mass momenta. 

(iv) Transverse momentum distributions of ~ appear.to.be broader than 

those of lower mass hadrons, such as pions or p. 

B. Photoproduction of ~ 

1. . Basic Relations27 

We start with two basic relations: 

(a) Coupling constant of vector meson to virtual photon from its 

·leptonicwidth, 

(24) 

(b) Vector meson dominance, 

o( Y + A ~ B + C) = L. a~ o( V + A ~ B +" c} . . 
V Yv 

(25 ) 

If we let B be a particular vector meson and neglect processes 

V + N ~ V' + N, V and V' being different. vector mesons, we obtain from 

dO( ) = arr dO(v ) dt Y + N ~ V + N 2 dt .+ N ~ V + N.· 

Yv 
( 26) 

Finally if we apply the optical theorem and neglect .the real part of the 

forward V + N amplitude, we find easily 

~~ I t=o (y + N ~ V + N). =J:n 
from (26) 

2 
[Otot(VN) ] 

2 . 
(y~4rr) 

(27) 

2 
The values of Yvi4n for the ~(3095) and ~(3684) can'be evaluated from 

(24) to be 2.86 ± o. 36 and 7.4 ± 1.1 using results from .Table III and IV. 

If one assumes that the same value of Y; can be used in (27) as in (24) 
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(note that there is a difference in the mass-squared of the photon of 

2 - 10 GeV ), then an experimental determination of the forward W diffrac-

tive photoproduction cross section will immediately yield, via (27), an 

estimate of crtot(WN). This, in turn, can help establish the hadronic 

character of the W. We now consider the experimental results. 

2. Experimental Results on * Photoproduction 

Measurements of W photoproduction have been reported by three groups: 

(a) Cornell Group28: r + Be at 11.8 GeV, 

(b) SLAC-Wisconsin Group29: r + D2 and r + H2 at 13 - 21 GeV, 

(c) Columbia-Cornell-Hawaii-Illinois-FNAL Group12: r + Be at 100-

200 GeV. 

Figures 18 and 19 show some data from the Cornell and CCHIF experiments 

and Fig. 20 (put together by the Cornell group) summarizes the energy 

dependence of the forward photoproduction cross section for w(3095) using 

data from all three experiments. The results from these experiments can 

be summarized as follows: 

(i) The process rN ~ w(3095)N occurs with a cross section which is 

measurable. by these experiments. Indeed Fig. 19 shows clearly the coher-

ent diffractive photoproduction of w( 3095) by beryllium nuclei. 

(ii) The SLAC~Wisconsin experiment has, at its highest energy of 21 GeV, 

observed production of ~ w(3095) and w(3684), with a ratio 

"'( 3095) /w( 3684) at t. of 6.8 ± 2.4. The CCHIF also has a few 1jr( 3684) ml.n 

events, but no cross section for these has been reported. 

(iii) Both :~It=o(rN ~ w(30 95)N) and the slope increase with energy 

-2 over the total energy range covered (slope goes from 1.2 GeV at 11.8 

GeV to about 4 GeV - 2 at 100 GeV). 

(iv) From Eq. (27), with r; determined from re using (24), the highest· 

energy data lead to crtot[1jr(3095)N] ~ 1 mh. Although this cross section 

is relatively small, as compared to the cross sectioris for other vector 

"mesons, it seems sufficiently large to support the interpretation of the 

w( 3095) 
. 12 

as a hadron. 

o a 
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c. Hadronic Decay Modes of *(3095) 

1. General Considerations 

Table V gives a summary of present information on *(3095) hadronic 

decay modes based on the experimental results of the SLAC-LBL group30 

h . 31 and t e DESY-DASP group. The SLAC-LBL group has, in a further analysis, 

addressed the question of whether the usual strong interaction symmetries 

5U(2) andSU(3) are applicable to these hadronic decays. To do this, one 

identifies those final states which have a large "direct" contribution 

(see Fig. lla) as opposed to states whose branching ratios can be accounted 

for·. by second-order electromagnetic processes (see Fig. llb), ·and which 

only contribute to the width ryh defined by Eq. (13). If the *(3095) is 

a state of definite isospin (as expected if it is a hadron), and if iso-

spin is conserved in its direct decays, the decay modes so produced should 

be states of definite isospin I and G parity, the two being related in the 

usual way, 

I 1+1 
G = C( - 1) = (- 1) (28) 

To test specifically whether a particular decay mode "a" has a sub-

stantial direct contribution, one defines the cross-section ratio, 

(29) 

where 0(3000) represents a cross section at W = 3000 MeV, just below the 

mass of the *(3095), where substantial data are available from earlier 

running at SPEAR. If CXa "" 1, the decay mode "a" can be accounted for 

by a second-order electromagnetic transition, whereas if CXa » 1, the 

decay is bound to have a substantial direct component. We now discuss 

the results of applying this procedure. 

2. G-Parity of 1jT( 3(95) 

Consider as an example events in which four charged prongs of total 

charge zero are detected. The missing-mass-squared distribution for 

events with missing momentum > 0.2 Gevjc (to ensure that there is a 

missing neutral) are shown in Fig. 21a (w = 3000 MeV)·and Fig. 21b 

-" 
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(w = 3095 Mev). The resonance data indicates a substantial contribution 

+ -from the final state 2n 2n X where X is a low-mass object which we tenta-

tively identify as a nO. This identification will be discussed in more 

detail further on. The absence of a corresponding signal in Fig. 21a 

then suggests that the decay mode 2n+2n-no is a direct one. 

Figure 22 summarizes the results of determinations of ,the ratio a 

for various pion mUltiplicities consisting of one or zero neutral pions 

plus an even number of pions of total charge zero, identified in the 

manner illustrated in Fig. 21. The remarkable result is that a ~ 1 

for even multiplicities and a» 1 for odd multiplicities. The natural 

interpretation of this result is that the w(3095) is a hadron state of 

odd G-parity and, from (28), even isotopic spin, and that the direct 

hadronic decay modes are isospin-conserving. 

3. Isotopic Spin of the y(3095) 

(1.') + - 0 ~ n n decay mode: 

+-0 30 
The Dalitz plot for the n n n decay mode, shown in Fig. 23, exhibits 

very strong dominance by the quasi-two-body final state pn. Furthermore 

+ - - + 0 0 
it is clear that the three charge states p ~ , p nand p n populate 

the Dalitz plot in roughly comparable numbe~s. Taking account of detec-

tion efficiencies, one finds 

0.59 ± 0.17 + - - + r(p n + p n ) 

to be compared with the predicted values of 0.5 and 2.0 for isospins zero 

and two respectively, these bei~g the only isospins permitted by the odd 

G parity. Obviously the isospin value of zero is established. 

(ii) Ah decay mode: 

The Ah decay mode has been identified by the SLAC-LBL group from a 

study of decay modes of the form p~+n- in which p and p are recognized 

by time-of""flight'~ Figure 24 shows a scatter plot of the momentum of 

the A vs the momentum of the A with a clear cluster at 1080 Mev/c for 

both momenta, the value corresponding to the AA decay of the *(3095). 

C "', ,.t (.- o 0 
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Since the AA system can only have isospin zero, the only further point 

which needs consideration is whether this decay mode is indeed a direct 

one. The procedure of comparison with data at 3000 MeV is not useful 

here because of the small cross section involved. However Gilman 33 has 

pointed out that from an SU(3) argument, one expects for states produced 

via an intermediate photon, 

r(j:o A + r.'7.) 
reM) 

6/1 

-0 0-:-
In fact, with 20 AA events detected no clear-cut r. A, r. A events have 

been observed and the above ratio is less than 1/1, and hence far from 

6/1. It foliows that the M decay is direct, and the w(3095) isospin is 

zero. 

(iii) pp decay mode: 

Both the DESY-DASP and the SLAC-LBL groups have detected the decay 

mode pp with branching ratio - 0.2% (see Table v). As pointed out by 

the DESY-DASP group, 31 this branching ratio is far too large to be accoun-

ted for via a second-order electromagnetic process; using any reasonable 

form factor and extrapolating from lower energy observations. Hence the 

observed pp decay must be direct. Its isospin can only be zero or one, 

and since the latter is excluded by the G-parity analysis, the isospin 

must be zero. 

4. What about decay modes with the direct emission of a photon? 

Certain classes of models, namely those which involve the quantum 

number of color, predict that the dominant decay modes of the w(3095) 

are of the form, 

w( 3095) -+ hadrons + r 

The dominance of such decay modes could provide an alternative interpreta-

tion of Fig. 22 if the missing neutral particle were in fact a photon 

rather than a ~o. Although for individual events with a low-mass missing 

neutral, the distinction between a r and a nO is often impossible to make, 

the totality of the data fit far more naturally to a missing nO hypothesis 
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than to a missing photon hypothesis, as is clear from the following 

arguments: 

(i) The resolution in missing-mass-squared is roughly proportional to 

the momentum of the missing neutral. Thus for low-momentum neutrals the 

resolution is very good and clearly fits the missing nO and not the miss-

ing r hypothesis. Even from study of the average of all events in Fig. 

2lb, it is clear that the average missing-mass-squared fits much better 

2 to 0.02 GeV than to zero. 

(ii) A clear ill signal (see Fig. 25) is observed in the n+n-n
o 

effective 

+ - + - 0 mass for the n n n n n final state. For those events, which amount to 

o 
about 20% of the total, the missing neutral is clearly an. 

(iii) The decomposition of the n+n-no final state into equal amounts of 

+ - - + 0 0 p n , p n and p n is easily interpretable only if the missing neutral 

is a nO. 

Thus while the existence at some level of decay modes of the form 

(30) can certainly not be ruled out by the data, it is very unlikely that 

they account for any substantial fraction of w(3095) decays, as predicted 

by color models. 

5. What about interference effects? 

In the analysis of the G-parity, we have not considered the effects 

of interference between direct and second-order electromagnetic decays. 

It is however a feature of the multipion final states that the electro-

magnetic decays are dominated by isovector amplitudes and even G-parity, 

whereas the direct decays exhibit "the isoscalar and odd G-parity proper-

ties of the w(3095). Thus there is almost no overlap between the final 

states, and interference effects are most likely small. 

6. Is the t(3095) an suO) singlet? 

(a) Predicted behavior on singlet hypothesis: 

Consider firs~ the decay mode 

W!. M1M2 

Q 
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where M
l

,M
2 

are nonstrange mesons such that the charge conjugation quan

tum numbers C
l
'C2 of their neutral states are the same; i.e., Cl '" C2. 

If t is a singlet, 11 

Gl = G
2

• Hence G(t) 

1
2

, and therefore it follows from (28) that 

Gl G
2 

'" + 1 which of course is in conflict with 

the experimental G-parity determination G = - 1. One concludes that if 

the t is an isospin singlet, the above decay mode is forbidden by isospin 

conservation. + - + -Thus for example the decay modes n n or p p or nA
2 

are 

forbidden. Furthermore, since for an sU(3) singlet .there .is but a single 

decay amplitude, decay modes into other members of the same octets as the 

~,M2 mesons above are forbidden by su( 3) symmetry. Thus the decay modes 

x.+x.-, ~x.~, x.*(890)i<*(890), KK*(l420) are forbidden. 

Considering now the decay mode 

where the·only change from above is that Cl = - C
2

' one easily sees that 

such decay modes are allowed for an sU(3) singlet. However there is a 

definite rate relation, namely that all combinations of members from a 

given pair of octets are equally probable. Thus, for example, the rates 

+ - 0 0 - + *+( - + *-( ) ~*0(8 ) -0 *o( for P J( , P J( , P n , X. 890)X., x. x. 890, -K K 90 , K K 890), etc., 

are, all predicted, .to be equal, except perhaps_ for small phase space and 

angular momentum barrier corrections. 

(b) Experimental Results: 

Table VI summarizes the situation with respect to tests of the SU(3) 

singlet hypothesis for t(3095). The decay modes which are predicted to 

be absent are indeed not observed although in some cases the upper limits 

are not terribly small. The ratio pn/KK*(890) is about a factor of 3 

higher than predicted by the singlet hypothesis, which is substantially 

more than can easily be accounted for by phase space and angular momentum 

barrier corrections. The ratio pp/ih, which is expected to be unity, seems 
(see Table v). 

to satisfy the prediction within the large uncertainties A Thus sU(3) sym-

metry, with the t(3095) a singlet, seems approximately satisfied although 
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there seems to be some breaking in the pn, K*(890)K final states. 

D. Hadronic Decay Modes of W(3684) 

Table VII summarizes present information30 on the decay modes of 

the W(3684). The results can be best summarized as follows: 

(1) The dominant decay mode is the cascade decay~ 

+ -In about 60% of these cascade decays, the X is ann pair. Except for 

a small fraction of + - 0 
TJ-+ nnn: 

+ -or n n: r decays, those states X which 

are not n:+n:- consist of only neutral particles, presumably n:ono for the 

most part. 

The data, from the SLAC-LBL group, are shown in Figs. 26 and 27. 

In Fig. 26, showing for dimuon and dielectron final states the scatter 

plot of the positive momentum versus the negative momentum, the events 

lying on the 45
0 

bands arise from cascade decays with X consisti~g of 

only neutrals. 
. 0 

The fact that these events lie on 45 bands of the form 

p+ + P = constant implies that their effective mass is fixed (at 3095 

MeV) but their total momentum can vary depending on the mass of X and 

the decay angles. + -Figure 27a shows the inclusive ~ ~ mass spectrum 

with clear W(3684) and W(3095) peaks. Figure 27b shows the n+n- missing 

mass spectrum with the peak giving evidence for the n+n:- W(3095) final 

state. Figure 2]c is that subset of Fig. 2]b corresponding to 4-prong 

events of zero total charge and, within errors, zero .missing momentum. 

The background-free peak corresponds to decays, 

W(3684)'-+ W(3095)n:+n-

I + - + -
-+~~ or ee 

The ratio, 

r[ ",( 3684) -+ W( 3095) + neutrals J 
r[W(3684) -+ W(3095) + anything] 

has been determined by the SLAC-LBL group to be 0.44 ± 0.03, the rather 

small uncertainty reflecting the fact that most systematic errors cancel. 

n o 0 
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out in the ratio. o 0 If we assume that t~e neutrals consist largely of n n 

and neglect the ~(3095)~ final state, the above ratio is predicted to 

have a value of 0.33 if the nn isospin is zero, zero if the nn isospin 

is one, and 0.67 if the nn isospin is two. Taking account that there 

o 0 
may be other neutral states than n n (specifically ~ ~ IT and possibly 

other IT radiative cascades), the nn isospin zero is strongly preferred, 

from which it directly follows that the ~(3684) also has isospin zero. 

The most natural assumption for the nn amplitude in the ~(3095)nn 

decay mode is that it is an S-wave. Preliminary studies of angular dis-

tributions are consistent with this assignment. + -However the n n mass 

spectrum?shown in Fig. 28;. departs substantially from phase space predic-

tions, even modified for final state interactions, in that the low mass 

population is strongly suppressed. The correct interpretation of this 

behavior is an open question. 

Since the ratio (31) has'a value larger than 0.33, the number expec

ted for nOno in an isospin zero state, it becomes of interest to get some 

handle on what,the other neutral objects accompanying ~(3095) might be. 

In Fig. 29, the mass spectrum of all neutrals recoiling against ~(3095) 

is shown. Furthermore subtraction of the expected nOno contribution 

calculated from n+n- using the'isospin zero prediction leads to the 

shaded population in Fig. 29. Besides a fairly clear ~ peak, there is 

a roughly uniform population whose interpretation is at present the sub-

ject of considerable study. Of particular interest is the possibility 

that this decay mode is 

( 32a) 

where the decay proceeds via an intermediate state, 

( 32b) 

which itself then decays, 

( 32c) 

This question will be discussed again in the next lecture. 
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One final remark concerning the cascade mode is important. Consid-

ering the available phase space for w(3684) ~ ~(3095)nn relative to 

other possible decay modes, one is forced to conclude from the large 

branching ratio for that mode that it is much less inhibited than other 

hadron decay modes of either ~ particle. This emphasizes the necessarily 

close connection which must exist between ~(3684) and ~(3095). 

(2) The question of the other decay modes of the w(3684) is some-

what puzzling. Figure 30 illustrates this in connection with four-prong 

events of zero total charge, and makes a comparison between w(3095) and 

v(3684) decay modes. In particular Fig. 30a [~(3095) decay] and Fig. 30d 

[v(3684) non-cascade decay] show strong differences, such as the suppres

sion in the case of the ~(3684) of the 2n+2n-no decay mode which is very 

prominent in the V(3095) as the slanted band of points on the right side 

of Fig. 3oa. Thus although one might have naively expected that the 

partial widths for various hadronic modes ought, because of increased 

phase space, to be c£. least as large in V( 3684) as in V( 3095), this does 

~ appear to be true. The branching ratio measurements for various 

exclusive ~(3684) decay modes are presently in progress, but it appears 

that the branching ratios for modes which are prominent in ~(3095) decay 

are very small here •. 

E. Summary 

We can briefly summarize the main conclusions from data discussed 

in this lecture: 

(l) From both the photoproduction data and the study of the hadronic 

decay modes, the ~ particles appear to be hadrons. 

(2) Both V particles have I = 0, G = - 1. 

(3) There is no indication that single photon emission is the dominating 

feature of v(3095) decay. 

(4) The cascade decay, ~(3684) ~ nn~(3095), is less inhibited than 

other hadron decay modes of either V particles. 
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(5) The non-cascade w(3684) decay modes do not look like the dominant 

W( 3(95) modes. 
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III. ARE THERE OTHER STATES IN THE NEW SPECTROSCOPY? 

A. + -Search for Narrow Resonances Coupled to e e 

Only two narrow massive resonances have been established so far, 

the *(3095) and *(3684). However the "fine-energy scan" operation mode 

already described in the first lecture has been used to search for other 
30 ,36 ~ 

such states both at SPEAR and at ADONE. Such a scan can be used to set 

an upper limit to [see Eq. (4)] 

_ R 2n 2 rerhadrons 
I = J O'h dr dW = -2 ( 2J+ 1 ) r a ons M 

If one assumes J 

and therefore the scan sets an upper limit to re for any narrow resonance. 

It is important to note that this technique which depends on the observa-

tion of a large resonant cross section at one or two neighboring energies 

of the scan does not detect broad resonances. The resulting upper limits 

given in Table VIII cover, with the exception of a couple of holes, "the 

energy region between 1.91 and 7.6 GeV. There seem to be no additional 

states with values of r comparable to those of the already identified 
e 

resonances. 

B. + -Search for Wide Resonances Coupled to e e 

The results of measurements of O'hadrons by e+e- annihilation are 
21,3S 

shown in Fig. 31. Most of the data come from a not-so-fine scan with 

fairly substantial statistics from 2.6 to 7.4 GeV by the SLAC-LBL group. 

There is a clear structure at M = 4100 MeV which, if interpreted as a 

resonance, has a width r ~ 250 MeV; Assuming a spin J = 1, the value 

of r as determined from (33) is about 4 keV, which is comparable to the 
e 

value for the narrow 1jI resonances as well as for the p, ill and~. This 

structure is presently under extensive study, and nothing more can be 

said about it now except to note that it falls a bit higher than the 

~(3684) and would fit extremely well into a picture in which a new 

o r J o 
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threshold were opening up between 3.7 and 4 GeV. If this threshold 

represents the masses of pairs of particles into which the ~'s like to 

decay, one might be able to interpret why the lowest two states are very 

narrow and the state at 4100 MeV is. quite broad. Such a picture would 

also explain in a natural way the increase in the ratio 

°hadrons R::---- (34) 

seen in Fig. 31b from its value of about 2 below W = 3.5 GeV to its 

value of about 5 above W = 4.5 GeV. This question of the energy depend-

ence of R is evidently closely related to the new spectroscopy, but we 

have no time here to dwell on it in any detail. 

C. The Charmed Quark 

To proceed further in discussing the evidence for new states, it is 

most convenient to introduce that model which .has so far provided the 

most natural interpretation for the narrow width of the ~'s. I shall do 

so here only to the extent and with the degree of detail necessary to 

interpret the experimental results leaving to Professor Harari the task 

of filling in further details. 

When Table I was introduced in the first lecture, we discussed only 

the u, d, s quarks listed in the first three lines, which account for the 

states of the "old spectroscopy." It is now desirable to introduce the 

fourth quark c which is an 5U(3) singlet carrying a new additive quantum 

number, Charm, which, like strangeness, is assumed to be conserved in all 

but the weak interactions. One of the original motivations for introducing 

the charmed quark, long before the discovery of ~'s, was the nice symmetry 

it provided between the four known leptons and four quarks. 39 Ftirther-

·more, as will be seen a little further, with an appropriate form of the 

weak interaction current, one could account for the large suppression of 

strangeness changing weak neutral currents relative to strangeness con-

40 serving weak neutral currents. 
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With the charmed quark, the baryon and meson states are still repre-

sented by qqq and qq combinations, but the Gell-Mann/Nishijima formula 

becomes: 

Q = I3 + Y/2 + 1 c , 

where C is the charm. Note that charmed particles (i.e., C I 0) have 

fractional hypercharge. 

It is interesting to consider what new states are made possible by 

the introduction of the charmed quark. This is discussed in detail in 

the review paper of Gaillard, Lee and Rosner4l and we confine ourselves 

here to showing in Table IX the additional meson states which contain at 

least one charmed quark. Since the ~'scouple to photons, they cannot 

be particles with nonzero charm, but they can be interpreted as ~c' 

vector bound states of ce. In this picture, the very small width can be 

interpreted in terms of Zweig's rule,4 as already described' 

for the ordinary ~, forbidding decays into the usual hadrons, the allowed 

decay modes being those into pairs of charmed mesons (in the same sense 

that the allowed ~ decay is into a pair of K meson's). If the lightest 

charmed mesons have masses which are greater than 3~ = 1842 MeV, these 

allowed decay modes are kinematically inaccessible and the long ~ life-

times are at least qualitatively interpreted. In this picture then, the 

~(3095) represents a bound cc state with the same quantum numbers and in 

the same sense that the ~ represents an ss state. The large ~ mass is 

'interpreted in terms of a mass for the charmed quark which is much larger 

than the masses of the u, d, s quarks. If we consider quadratic mass 

formulas and take account of the fact that the D or F charmed mesons of 

Table IX would contain one c quark whereas the ~ has two of them, a very 

simple estimate of the mass of a charmed meson would be obtained as fol-

lows, 

hence 2 
~,F 

(36) 

2.3 GeV. 

o d 

/ 
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This figure satisfies the condition of being greater than 1842 MeV, 

and is in fact also a little too large to satisfy the condition for a 

threshold at about 4.0 GeV suggested by the data of Fig. 31. However, 

given the gross uncertainties of the estimate (36), there is no problem 

here. 

D. cc Spectroscopy 

.In direct analogy with the usual quark model, one can construct low-

lying meson states arising from bound cc quarks. These are shown in 

Table X. The 1-- state is of course the *(3095). The w(3684) is assumed 

to be a radial excitation, with the same L = 0, 5 = 1 as the w(3095), 

on the grounds that the value of r is large enough to suggest a wave 
e 

function which is nonvanishing at the origin. Although there is not 

enough knowledge to permit sure prediction of the masses of these states, 

it seems reasonable to suppose that they mostly lie below the w(3684) (by 

analogy with the fact that corresponding states with u, d, s quarks lie 

below the p', the radial excitation of the p), and hence that they are 

states of very narrow width. 

Since the states other than the 1/1 do not have the photon quantum 

+ -numbers, it is not surprising that they are not.directly formed in e e 

annihilation and hence not found in the scans summarized in Table VIII. 

other ways of searching for them is through their production in strong 

interaction experiments, or via decays of 1/I's formed in annihilation. 

The problem in the strong interaction experiments arises from the fact 

that it is difficult to set up experiments to search for decay modes more 

complex than two-body modes such as pp, and that the product of cross 

section times branching ratio for such simple modes is likely to be so 

small as to be inseparable from the general two-body hadronic background. 

In any case we postpone discussion of searches for narrow states produced 

by hadronic processes until Sec. E2. 

A perhaps more promising avenue for finding other cc bound states is 

to look for them among decay products of the W particles. The combination 
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of isospin and G parity selection rules with the smallish (~ a few.hundred 

Mev) mass differences expected do not allow much in the way of hadronic 

decay modes, but electromagnetic decays with the emission of a monochro-

matic photon are in principle possible for all even charge conjugation 

states in Table X. Since the overall widths of the *'s are small, the 

branching ratios for such electromagnetic decays might well be sizable. 42 

The most natural supposition is that most of the states, particularly 

those with L = 1 lie above the w(3095) and hence are best searched for 

in the decays of the ~(3684). 

At the time that these lectures were delivered, the only generally 

available result of such a search was that of the.HEPL Group at SPEAR43 

which detected and measured the energies of photons emitted in w(3684) 

decay by means of two NaI crystal spectrometers located on the two sides 

of the East Interaction Region. Results for photon energy spectra are 

shown in Fig. 32. The "uncortverted" spectra are those of highest resolu-

tion (4.5% FWHM), the "converted" spectra corresponding to resolutions 

varying from 13.5% FWHM at 100 MeV to 6% FWHM above 400 MeV. The spectra 

of Fig. 32 are not truly inclusive because of trigger requirements and 

are convertible into upper limits for monochromatic photon production 

only in a somewhat model-dependent way. Although the HEPL group placed 

specific limits for specific photon energy ranges, it is probably adequate 

here to summarize their result as roughly 99% C. L. upper limits of 5 - 10% 

for the branching of *(3684) into any particular decay which produces a 

monoenergetic photon between 600 and 75 MeV, the best limits corresponding 

to the highest photon energies. Obviously the sensitivity for a given 

resolution is limited by the nO background which accounts for the spectra 

in Fig. 32. 

One way of decreasing the nO background is to search for more specific 

sorts of decay modes for the states of interest in association with mono-

chromatic gamma rays. A specific case in point.has already been discussed, 

namely the cascade decay mode [see Eq. (32)], 

o o 0 
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1jr(3684) -t X + Tl 

L-t 1/1 ( 3095 ) + T2 

1+- + -
-t Il Il or e e 

The DESY-DASP 
44 

group has reported evidence for such a radiative cascade 

with the photon energies at 160 and 420-MeV indicating for the intermedi-

ate a mass of either 3.52 or 3.26 GeV [depending on which photon energy 

corresponds to Tl and which corresponds to T2 in (32)]. Further details 

are given in H. Oberlack's talk at the Topical Conference. It is however 

interesting to note that this process is consistent with the roughly 

uniform part of the shaded population shown in Fig. 29. The branching 

ratio for the decay mode (32) as estimated by the DASP group or from 

the data of Fig. 29 amounts to a few percent. Coupled with the above 

inclusive photon limits, it leads to the conclusion that the radiative 

decay to 1/1(3095) is a major or dominant decay mode of the particular 

intermediate state observed. 

Other possible decay modes of the intermediate states might be 

+- +- +- +- +-+-
X -t n n , K K , 2n 2n , 3n 3n , n n K K , etc. 

Evidence for states at 3.41 and 3.53 GeV decaying via some of these modes 

has, after the end of these lectures, been reported by the SLAC-LBL 

group.45 Confirmation of the radiative cascade modes has also been 

provided. 46 The interested reader is referred to the Published papers 

and the Stanford Symposium on Lepton and Photon Interactions for details. 

Here I just want to make one further point. Although the discovery of 

such states is consistent with the charmed quark hypothesis it does not 

establish it in any sense. There is after all, on almost any model of 

the 1jr particles as hadrons, no reason to suppose that the spectroscopy 

is limited to Jpc = 1 states. The real test of the charm hypothesis 

must come from the actual discovery of charmed particles decaying via 

the weak interaction. It is to the search for such particles that we 

now turn our attention. 
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E. Charmed Particles 

1. Decay Properties of Charmed Particles 

The form of the weak interaction with the inclusion of charmed 

quarks is a subject of continuing theoretical interest. We consider 

40 here the form of the current proposed by Glashow et al., 

where 0 = Y~(l + Y
5

) and ec = Cabbibo angle. As pointed out by 

- Glashow et al. this current has the valuable property of cancelling out 

contributions from the strangeness-changing weak neutral currents while 

permitting the existence of strangeness-conserving weak neutral currents. 

The smallness of the Cabbibo angle ec permits a useful hierarchy of decay 

amplitude strengths which are summarized in Table XI. Estimates of actual 

amplitudes and rates require more detailed considerations than provided 

by Table XI but general qualitative features can be obtained from the 

Table. 2 In particular, the leading amplitudes (cos e or cos e) in c c 

charm-changing decays are those for which DS = 6C. Thus from nonstrange 

charmed mesons, one would expect decays which favor production of a 

strange particle. Some typical preferred charmed meson decay·modes and 

hI . d d . 11 d 41 . . b roug y est1mate ecay rates from Ga1 ar et al. are g1ven 1n Ta Ie 

XII. 

2. Search for States of Sharply Defined Mass Which are Decay 

Products of Charmed Particles 

Since charmed particles are long lived, they have sharply defined 

masses. One can search for th~m by measuring effective masses of various 

particle combinations detected in an appropriate apparatus. We consider 

+ -such searches in both hadron-initiated and e e initiated final states. 

(a) Hadron Initiated Final States 

Typical experiments consist of ~gnetic spectrometers of good resolu-

tion looking at final states of the form: 

hadron + nucleus ~ A+ + B + anything 

9 C ,"I 
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± + 
where A, Bare n , K-, p, P and may be the products of decays of the form 

D -. A+ + B 

The difficulty in obtaining high sensitivity in such experiments is the 

+ -very large background of hadron pairs A B of practically all kinemat-

ically allowed masses. 
. 47 For example, W~nkelmann et al. have found that 

for 

+ 
11 + P -. n + n +.anything 

with 205 GeV incident pions, the total inclusive cross section for making 

+ -
11 n pairs of invariant mass near 2.5 GeV is roughly 

do / dM"" 15 ~ MeV 

which is of course a very large background, even for a spectrometer of 

high resolution. It is .possible to greatly improve the sensitivity by 

o searching for diparticle states which decay at about 90 relative to the 

beam direction. Such states will have decay products of high transverse 

momentum, and the continuous hadron background will be reduced by several 
\ 

orders of magnitude. In this way it is possible to arrive at sensitivities 

for the detection of charmed particles of less than one microbarn. There 

is further sensitivity improvement if Cerenkov counters are used for par-

ticle identification. We now discuss two specific experiments. 

The MIT-BNL group has searched for narrow states in the mass range 

1.2- 5 GeV from combinations of 11+' K+, P with n -, K-, P produced by 

interactions of 30 GeV protons on beryllium. Typical results are shown 

.. 34 - + - . 1 6,48 .. f' . 1 1n F~gs. 33 and for pp and K n respect~ve y. No s~gn~ ~cant s~gna 

has been detected, at least between 2 and 3.5 GeV where the analysis has 

+ - +been completed, and the sensitivities vary from about 0.04 nb (n K , 11 P 

at 3.1 GeV) to 40 nb (pn- at 2.25 GeV). This search can also serve to 

find not only charmed states, but also w-like states with quantum numbers 

different from the photon. The obvious difficulty of the search is well 

illustrated by the pp data; it is in fact known that the w(3095) is 

produced and decays into pp with a branching ratio of 0.2%: yet no signal 
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is seen because the sensitivity (0.4 nb) is insufficient by about two 

orders of magnitude. The lesson is that two-body branching ratios are 

probably small and unless cross sections are large, it is difficult to 

have an adequate sensitivity. 

At higher energy, the FNAL-Northwestern-Rochester-SLAC group49 have 

looked for similar two-body final states produced by collisions of 200 

GeV neutrons on beryllium. Looking fO,r diffractive-like low multiplicity 

events (without benefit of Cerenkov counters unlike the MIT-BNL group) 

they set typical upper limits of 150 - 50 nb for masses in the 2 - 3.5 GeV 

range. 

There have been some searches into multiparticle final states, but 

with much less sensitivity. For example, Baltay et al.50 report limits 

from 15 GeV incident n+ in a hydrogen bubble chamber of the order of a 

few ~b for each channel studied. 

+ -(b) e e Initiated Final .states 

As was noted in connection with the data of Fig. 31, the measured 

ratio R == a /a hadrons I!~ 
undergoes just above the mass of the w(3684) a 

rapid and substantial rise followed by the broad 4100 MeV structure. 

FUrthermore there appear to be no narrow states of higher mass. The 

natural interpretation of this effect is the crossing of threshold for 

production of charmed meson pairs around 4 GeV. Furthermore if one 

associates the change in R, ~ ~ 2 with the production of charmed particle 

pairs, one has an effective cross-section prediction for these pairs of 

about 2a • At w = 4.8 GeV, where substantial data have been accumulated, 
~I! 

this cross section corresponds to roughly 7 nb out of a total cross section 

to hadrons of about 20 .nb. 

,The SLAC-LBL group has searched for narrow effective mass peaks in 

± + 0 + - + - + - + ± ± 0 ± + - ± 51 .K n , Ksn n , n n , K K , K n n , Ksn , n n n states. No Cerenkov or 

time-of-flight particle identification was available and K~ were identi

+ -fied, with.significant background, by cuts on n n effective mass. Typical 

n o 0 
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mass resolutions for the above combinations were 80 MeV FWHM for two-

particle and somewhat better for three-particle final states. The data 

are shown in Fig. 35. Typical results at the 90% confidence 

level, are as follows: 

1 + ± -0 + - 0 + -"2 a (K n , K n n , K n n ) < 0.45 nb 

1 + - +-"2 a (K K , n It ) < 0.08 nb 

1 + ± ± -0 ± 0 ± "2 a (Ie n n , K n , K n ) < 0.26 nb 

1 -0 ± 0 ± + - ± '2 a (K K , K K , It n n ) < 0. 38 nb 

all in the mass range 1.85 - 2.40 GeV. The factor 1/2 is put in because 

the charmed particles are assumed to be produced in pairs. Thus typical 

branching .ratios of the D mesons into preferred modes like Kn and Knn 

appear small (~.10%). Higher multiplicity, all-charged particle final 

states have also been searched for with no signal seen. It is interesting 

to note the absence of significant inclusive w(3095) production, which 

would be seen via its ~+~- decay mode as a spike near 3.1 GeV in the n+n-

data. 

The nice feature of searching for charmed particles in the annihila-

tion data is that there is a basis for predicting the cross section. 

Branching ratios can only be estimated in a model dependent way; but any 

future substantial improvements in the above ~pper limits may pose serious 

difficulties for charm models. 

3. Search for Evidence of Charmed Particle Production in Neutrino 

Processes 

(i) Manifestation via Apparent Violation of 6S = 6Q Rule 

Consider neutrinos incident on· liquid hydrogen producing the reaction, 

where B ++ is a charmed baryon. 
c 

with S = 0, C = + 1 can be produced via a 

According to Table XI a baryon 

sin () 
c 

amplitUde. (Note that 

1611 = 1/2 is satisfied because B~+ is the 13 = I member of an isovector 

state formed by the quark combination (cuu)++.) Referring again to Table 

XI, B;+ can decay to normal hadrons via a 6S = tc = - I transition with 
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a 2 cos Bc amplitude, leaving a final hadron state of charge +2 and 

strangeness -1, hence a state which violates the 6S = 6Q rule of usual 

weak interactions. 

A rather remarkable candidate for this sort of process has been 

52 
reported from a BNL experiment with the 7-foot bubble chamber : 

(7) - 0 + + + 
\I + P -+ ~ + A + It +. n + 7t + 7t 

the mass of the final hadron state being 2426 ± 12 MeV. Crucial to this 

interpretation is the absence of a K meson either as an undetected neutral, 

or as one of the observed positive particles. Unfortunately no really 

convincing case can be made from a single event of this sort. 

In a \lp experiment in the FNAL l5-foot chamber with higher energy 

neutrinos,53 two events with a A decay and no undetected neutrals .have 

been observed; in both cases one of the accompanying positive particles 

was required by the kinematics to be a K meson. As more data accumulate, 

it will be interesting to see if any more events of the type observed at 

BNL turn up. 

(ii) Dimuon Production 

Going back to our process - ++ vp -+ ~ Bc ' the charmed baryon can undergo 

++ +' + semileptonic decay, Bc -+ ~ + B + v, where as required by Table XI, 

~ = 6Q = -1. This mechanism produces dimuons of opposite charge only 

with a cross section proportional to sin2 Bc' Thus roughly 5% of the 

charged Current neutrino events of high energy might produce charmed 

particles, of which perhaps 10% would lead to semileptonic decays and 

hence muon pairs. One might thus expect a muon pair rate of the order 

of 0.5%. The experimental difficulty in the observation of such events 

. is of course to establish that the additional muons do not arise from 

decays of pions or kaons in the outgoing hadron jet. 

Benvenuti et al. 54 have reported the observation of 14 events with 

+ - -
~ p pairs from v and \I incident beams. The absence of dimuons of the 

same charge, plus stUdies of PI distributions lead this group to conclude 

(1 0 
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that most of their events do not come from pion or kaon decay. Further-

more the absence of trimuons suggest a missing v or y as predicted above. 

The rate is about 0.9% of charged current n~utrino events above 40 GeV, 

which is roughly consistent with expectations from the charm picture as 

discussed above. There are alternative interpretations sUch as the 

production of heavy leptons d~caying via ~+~-v, but the charm explanation 

seems to be preferred. Although indirect, these data may provide some of 

the best evidence for the existence of charmed particles. Hopefully 

neutrino bubble chamber experiments with neon-hydrogen fills aimed at 

searching for ~-e (because electrons are easier to recognize in a neon-

filled bubble chamber than muons) pairs may help firm up the interpreta-

tion of the dimuon events. 

4. Other Methods of Searching for Charmed States 

Other. approaches have been or are being pursued to search for charmed 

states or other new types of particles. These include: 

(i) Search for enhanced production of strange particles coupled to other 

symptoms of possible charm such as the presence of a lepton in a hadron
produced 

initiated process or beingAjust above the apparent threshold energyW~4 

GeV in e+e- annihilation. 

(ii) Attempts at studying and understanding direct lepton production in 

hadron processes. Such production appears to be in excess of the expecta

tions from p, w, ~ and * production:
5 

± + + -(iii) Study of the production of ~ e (plus undetected neutrals) in e e 

annihilation. A report on this work will be made by Martin Perl in the 

Topical Conference. 

(iv) Search for decays of lifetime ~ 10-13 sec corresponding to flight 

paths of about 30 microns in photographic emulsion. The problem here is 

o . 
to establish that such events are not neutron stars or decays of h, Ks or 

~. This can be done if there are enough events, or if pairs of short

lived particles are observed. Several experiments of this sort are planned 

at Fermilab. 
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As of this time, none of these approaches has yet given a conclusive 

charmed particle signal. 
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Table I. Quark properties. 

Quark Spin I ~ Q S B Y Charm 

u 1/2 1/2 1/2 , 2/3 0 1/3 1/3 0 

d' 1/2 1/2 -1/2 -1/3 0 1/3 1/3 0 

s 1/2 0 0 -1/3 -1 1/3 -2/3 0 

c 1/2 0 0 2/3 0 1/3 0 1 

Table II. L = 0 meson states. 

su(6} SU( 3} 
Jpc IIIultiplet multiplet Spin States 

1 1 0 
-+ 

0 TJ' 

35 8 0 
-+ 

0 1t, TJ, K 

8 + 1 -- * 1 1 p, (I), CJl, K 

o 
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Table III. W( 3095) properties. 

SLAC-LBL Frascati 

Mass 3.095 ± 0.004 GeV 3. 10 3 ± 0.008 GeV 

Jpc 1--

r f$ ± 15 keY 68 ± 26 keY 

r 4.8 ± 0.6 keY 4.6 ± 0.8 keY 
e 

r \.1 4.8±0.6 keY Assumed equal to re 

rrh 
12± 2 keY 

rJr 0.069 ± 0.009 

r /r \.1 0.069 ± 0.009 

Table IV. W( 3684) properties. 

Mass 3.684 ± 0.005 GeV 

Jpc 1--

r 228± 56 keY 

r r 2.1 ± o. 3 keY e \.1 
rrh 

7 ± 1.2 keY 

re r\.1 
0.0093 ± 0.0016 r=r 
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Table V. Decay modes of the *(3095). 

Branching No. of events 
Mode ratio (%) observed Comments 

+ -
6.9 ± 0.9 2000 e e ca. 

+ -
6.9 ± 0.9 2000 ~ I! ' ca. 

+ - * 90% c. L. J( J( < 0.032 

+ - ° PJ( 1.3 ± o. 3 153 ± 13 > 70% of J( J( n 

2Jt+2Jt- 0.4 ± 0.1 76± 9 

2J(+2n-nO 4.0± 1.0 675 ± 40 
{ 20% (.l)1t+n-

30% PJtnn 
3Jt+3Jt- 0.4 ± o. 2 32± 7 

3Jt+3Jt-nO 2.9 ± 0.7 181 ± 26 

4n+4n-no 0.9± O. 3 13±4 

+ - + -J( n K K 0.4±0.2 83± 18 
not including 

( K*( 892)K*( 1420) 
+ '- + -2J(2nKK O. 3± 0.1 

+ - < 0.058* 9O'fo c. L~ KK 

KSKL < 0.02 ~ 1 90% C.L. 

KOKo*(892) 0.24 ± 0.05 57 ± 12 

K±Kh(892) 0.31 ± 0.07 87± 19 

KOKo*( 1420) < 0.19 ~ 3 90% C.L. 

K±Kh(1420) < 0.19 ;:;; 3 90% C.L. 

K*0(892)K*0(892) < 0.06 :Ii 3 90% C.L. 

K~(1420)K*0(1420) < 0.18 ;:;; 3 90% C.L. 

K~(892)K*0(1420) 0.37 ± 0.10 30 ± 7 

pp 0.21 ± 0.04 105 ± 11 assuming 2 
( f( e) ,.. 1 + cos e 

0.25 ±0.01* 

M 0.16± 0.08 19 ± 5 

~:) npn 0.31 ± 0.19 81± 30 

- + pnn 

*Results from DESY-DASP?l Others are from SLAC-LBL. 30 

n o 0 
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Table VI. SU(3) singlet tests for ~(3095). 

Decay mode 

Forbidden modes: 

+ -n n 
+ -KK 

KO( 892)'K°( 892) 

KO(1420)'K°(1420) 

K±K+(1420) 

KOKo{1420) 

Non-forbidden modes 

KOKo(892) 

K±K+(892) 

KO(892)Ko(1420) 

pn 

for 

Relative SU(3) 
singlet prediction 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

comparison: 

1 

1 

no prediction 

3/2 

Observed branching 
ratioa 

< 0.032% 

<0.0 8% 

< 0.02% 

< 0.06% 

< 0.18% 

< 0.19% 

< 0.19% 

0.24 ± o. 05% 

0.31 ± o. 07% 

0.37 ± O.lO% 

1.3 ± o. 3% 

aThe n+J(- and K+K- branching ratios are from DESY_DASP. 31 The others 

are from SLAC_LBL. 30 
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Table VII. Branching ratios for w(3684) decay. 

Modes 

+ - + -e e or ~ ~ 

w(3095) + anything 

w( 3095)rc \(-

1jI( 3095)1] 

o 0 
P rc 

2rc+2rc-rc0 

PI> 
+ -

7( 7( 

+ -KK 

Branching ratio 

0.93± 0.16 

57± 8 

32± 4 

4±2 

< 0.1 

< 0.7 

< 0.03 

< 0.09* 

< 0.16* 

( %) Comments 

These decays included in 
fraction for w(3095) + 
anything 

90% C.L. based on 

preliminary analysis 

*The 7(+7(- and K+K- limits are from the DESY-DASP experiment. The other 

br,anching ratios are from the SLAC-LBL data. Several of these have 

been independently determined by' the DESY-DASP collaboration, and are 

in good agreement with the above values. 

Table VIII. Fine scan results. 

Upper limits 

Storage ring Mass range (GeV) I (nb-MeV) r (keV) e 

ADONE 1.910- 2.20 950 0.17 

2.20 - 2.545 660 0.16 

2.97 - 3.09 830 0·33 

SPEAR 3.2 - 3.5 970 0.47 

3.5 - 3.68 780 0.44 

3.72 - 4.0 850 0.55 

4.0 - 4.4 620 0.47 

4.4 - 4.9 580 0.54 

4.9 - 5.4 780 0·90 

5.4 - 5.9 800 1.11 

5.9 - 7.6 450 0.87 

o 0 
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Table IX. Meson states with ~ 1 charmed quark. 

Name 

Quark content Pseudo scalar Vector I Charm Strangeness 

(cd:t, (Cii)o + o , D° *+ o , 0*0 1/2 +1 0 

(cu)o , (cd)- -0 o , 0 -~ o , 0- 1/2 -1 0 

(cs)+ + 
F F 

H 
0 +1 +1 

(csf F F *- 0 -1 -1 

(cc)o 'lc Cl>c 0 0 0 

Table x. Lowest lying cc states. 

L S Jpc G I 

0 0 0-+ +1 0 

--0 1 1 -1 0 

1 0 1+- -1 0 

1 1 0++ +1 0 

1 1 1++ +1 0 

1 1 2++ +1 0 
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..• ' l. Table XI. Charmed particle decay selection rules. 

Amplitude dependence on BC 

Leptonic or semileptonic decays 

Hac!ronic decays 

2 
cos Be 

Selection rules 

f)S =' t£ = ~= :± 1, Idl = 0 

or f)S= t£= 0, ~= ±l, Idl = 

f)S= .0, t£= ~= ±1 

'&1 
or f)S .. ~= :± 1, t£ = 0 

f)S = t£ = ±l, ,61, = 1 

.'"" 1 
f)S = 0, t£ = H, I~' ="2 

or f)S = ±l, t£ = 0, 

'

A .... ' _ ~ J ~ - 2' 2 

0, 1 

Table XII. Examples of preferred charmed meson decay modes. 

Leptonic r 
+ + 

F-tIlY 

Semileptonic 

0+ -+ iO,\, 
. + + 
F -+ Tjl \I 

Hadronic 

o a 

1 

1 
=2 
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FIGURE CAPl'IONS 

+ - 5 e e mass spectrum from J. J. Aubert et al. 

Cross section versus total energy for (a) multihadron final states, 
+_ +'_' ~:':·~i.J :.:1-;1 ... -.... 

(b) e e final states, -('c)\:l\:l' finaL, states. The ,curve ilL.(a) is 

the expected ~hap~'of a B function resonance with due accdunt taken 

of beam energy spread and radiat,ive ,~~rreqtions. ,The cross section 

(a) ;-is corrected "for detection efficiency whereas the cross
J 

sections 

(b) and (c) apply only ,to, the ,detector acceptance. From, J.-E. 

8 
August et al. 

_ • .1 .: 

'Reiative multihadron production rate as a function of total energy. 
.-, r '" ,"_, f;./\, .. ~ ~..;,) 

From C. Bacci et al. 9 , 

(a),(b) Fine-energy-scan data in the neighborhood o!.0~~!,,!:<'~5'?~~~~;rnd 

,( 3684)re~pectively,;. (c)'l.:tcross section for + -e e -+ hadrons _ versus :;'" ,--., 
total energy. The curve is the expected beam energy reSolution folded 

~ I... - "::, ,0 , e,t", _e 1! ;10 ~ cl(,':"', 

with radiative corr~cti~ns. From G. S. Abramset' al.) 
.~ 'j./' ~ t~ "4, [~ # a~ "l~'~ 

5. Relative rates for hadron events with more than three tracks versus 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

total energy.:~From:L. ~C:i::iegee et al.
ll l' 

, ... ,:'\ -4: i .t !) 

, 13 14 
(a) DESY-DASP spectrometer. '(b) SIAC-LBL Magnetic Detector. ' 

Cross sections for the production by e + e- of (a) collinear photon 

Cro'ss sections for 

rate as a function of energy per b~am from 
... >.1 ;~':;.j'q';'ru 

+- +- +- +-( a)e e -+ hadrons , (b) e e -+ IJ. IJ. and (c) e e 
,'1iH) --''''""' ',·:of 

J" '+ "; r , , ( ) 
-+ ~e :,e '. versus total energy, in the neighborhood of 11' 3095 from A. M. 

v . ~~;. ,. 

k " 1 18 Boyars 1. et a • 

+- +- +- +-
Cross sections for (a) e e -+ hadrons, (b) e e -+ ~,.!lfjQ-:1~n~t (c) e e 

+ --+ e e versus total energy in the neigh~r,hood .,of )(,3684) 'from V. 

LUth et al. 19 

+ -
Diagrams ,·foz:: )l~dron apd,.IJ. IJ.- PF.oc;'iu9!~~~ ~,~ annt-~il~~io~,) aL, direct 11' 

decay to hadrons, (b) 11' decay to hadrons via intermediate photon, 
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+ -(c) off-resonance annihilation to hadrons, (d) W decay to I.L I.L via 

+ -intermediate photon, (e) off-resonance annihilation to I.L I.L 

+ - + -Forward-backward asymmetry in e e ~ I.L I.L as a function of energy 

in (a) neighborhood of w(3095), (b) neighborhood of ~(3684), from 

SLAC-LBL. 18, 19 

13. Energy dependence of ratio of o(e+e- ~ I.L+I.L-)/o(e+e- ~ e+e-) in 

the neighborhood of (a) ~(3095), (b) w(3684), from SLAC-LBL. 18, 19 

14. Angular distributions for (a) e+e- ~ e+e- and (b) e+e- ~ ~+~-

15. 

. 16. 

() 
" . l' 18 near peak of 'V 3095 , from A. M. Boyarsk1 et a • 

+ -Invariant mass distribution of I.L ~ ,of energy greater than 70 GeV, 

produced by incident neutrons, from B. Knapp et al. 24-

+ -Invariant mass distribution of e e produced in pp collisions of 

the ISR. The curves indicate the shapes of the acceptance, from 

F. W. BUsser et al. 25 

17. x and PI distributions for w(3095) production by 200 GeV protons 

26 and n- on iron, from G. J. ,Blanar et al. 

18. Photoproduction of v(3095) on beryllium at 11.8 GeV, from B. 

Gittelman et al. 28 

19. Photoproduction of w( 3095) on beryllium at 100 - 200 GeV, from B. 

12 Knapp et a1. 

20. Energy dependence of forward photoproduction cross sect,ion of 

w(3095), from compilation by B. Gittelman et al.~8 

21. ~ distribution for + - +-e e -+.2n 2n X 

, 30 
w( 3095), from A. M. Boyarski et al. 

(a) at 3.0 GeVand (b) for 

22. Plot of ratio ex (defined in text) ..versus multiplicity for w( 3095) 

from,A. M. Boyarski et al. 30 

23. Dalitz plot for + - 0 
w( 3095) -+ n n n' from A. M. Boyarski et,al. 30 

24. Momentum of A versus moment;um of A in reaction V( 3095) ~ Ai" + 

anything, from A. M. Boyarski et al. 30 

25. n+n-no effective mass distribution from +- 0 
w( 3095) -+ 2n 211 n , from 

SLAC-LBL data (unpublished). 

t·~ 
•. '1 o o 
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26. Momentum of posi~ive lepton versus momentum of negative lepton for 

28. 

near-collinear ~pr,ong events from 1V( 3684). Dashed lines indicate 

cuts ~sed to select direct decays of ~(3684), from V. LUth et al. 19 

+ -(a) Inclusive ~ ~ mass spectrum from ~(3684). (b) Missing mass 

distribution recoiling against 11+11-. (c) Same as (b) for 4-prong, 

Q = 0 events with missing momentum and energy compatible with zero, 

from G. S. Abrams et al. 34 

+ - + -
11 11 mass spectrum from ~(3684) ~ 11 11 ~(3095). The curve is a 

phase space distribut:ion corrected by'theacceptance, from J. A. 

Kadyk et al. 35 

29. Spectrum of missing mass recoiling against~(3095) for events of the 

type + -W( 3684) ~ W( 3095) + neutrals, W( 3095) ~ ~ ~, from W. 

Tanenbaum et al. 46 

30. Scatter plots of missing momentum versus total observed energy for 

zero charge, 4-prong ev~nts. (a) ~(3095) ~ anything,:. (b) W( 3684) 

-+ anything, (c) ~(3684) .. ~ n+1I-~(3095), (d) W(3684) l~ n+1I-~(3095). 

From A. M. Boyarski et al. 30 

31. er( e + e - ~ hadrons } and R versus total energy f from G. J. Feldman. 38 

32. Inclusive photon energy spectra produced in ~(3684) decay; (a) 

converted events·~ (b) unconverted events; from J. W. Simpson et al. 43 

33. pP mass spectra produced in P-Be collisions from J. J. Auber,t, et 

al. 6,48 

..,1. + - f Aub 1 6,48 :;y+. K 11 mass spectra rom .J. J. ert et a • 

35. Invariant mass spectra for various particle hypotheses at a total 

energy of 4.8 Gev, from A. M. Boyarski et al. 5l 
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